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The Treasury bill rate is generally viewed as the
representative money market rate. For this reason
bill rates are almost always used in studies of the
determinants of short-term interest rate levels and
spreads,1 and bill rates are typically used as the index
rate for variable-rate financial contracts.2 Despite
this central role accorded Treasury bill rates, they
frequently diverge greatly from other high-grade
money market yields of comparable maturity. Fur-
thermore, this differential is subject to abrupt change.
These aspects of the spread are illustrated in Chart 1,
which uses the three-month prime negotiable CD
rate (RCD) as the private money market rate.3

An earlier paper by Cook [7] provided an explana-
tion for the spread in the period prior to 1978.
According to this explanation, prior to 1978 most
individual investors were unable to invest in private
money market securities because of the high mini-
mum denomination of those securities. Hence, their
demand for T-bills was related to the spread between
Treasury bill rates and regulated ceiling rates on
small time deposits rather than to the spread between

* Timothy  Q.  Cook i s  Vice  Pres ident ,  Federa l  Reserve
Bank of  Richmond,  and  Thomas  A.  Lawler  i s  Senior
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ation.
1 In  par t icu la r ,  the  spread  be tween  pr iva te  money  ra tes
and  b i l l  ra tes  i s  used  as  a  measure  of  the  defau l t - r i sk
premium on private securities [20]; the bill  rate is gen-
erally used to test various hypotheses about the effect of
such economic variables as the rate of inflation or the
money supply on the general level of short-term interest
r a t e s  [9 ,  18 ] ; a n d  b i l l  r a t e s  a r e  a l w a y s  u s e d  t o  t e s t
h y p o t h e s e s  a b o u t  t h e  d e t e r m i n a n t s  o f  m o n e y  m a r k e t
yield curves [11, 13].
2 For example, the Treasury bill rate is often used as the
de terminant  of  the  y ie ld  on  ad jus tab le- ra te  mor tgages .
Also ,  many banks  and  nonf inanc ia l  corpora t ions  have
recent ly  i ssued  f loa t ing- ra te  notes  wi th  ra tes  t ied  to
Treasury bill  rates.
3 The CD rate is used in this article as a representative
pr iva te  money  marke t  ra te . Commerc ia l  paper  ra tes
behave similarly to CD rates and statements in this paper
regarding the spread between the CD and bill rate apply
equally well to the spread between the commercial paper
and bill rates.

bill rates and private money rates. When interest
rates rose above deposit rate ceilings at the depository
institutions, the resulting “disintermediation” and
massive purchases of bills by individuals caused bill
rates to fall relative to private money rates.4

An empirical implication of this explanation was
that the spread between private money rates and bill
rates increased in periods of disintermediation when
bill rates rose relative to the ceiling rates on small
time deposits. The evidence from the earlier study
provided strong support for this implication. Because
ceiling rates on time deposits were fairly inflexible
prior to 1978, this explanation also implied a positive
relationship between the level of rates and the spread.
As shown in Chart 1, this was clearly true in the
pre-1978 period.

Institutional and regulatory developments in 1978
eliminated the underpinnings of this explanation by
providing individuals with ways to earn money
market rates without investing in Treasury bills.
Most importantly, that year saw the beginning of the
rise in popularity of money market mutual funds.
(Money market fund shares grew from $3.3 billion
at the end of 1977 to $9.5 billion at the end of 1978 to
$42.9 billion at the end of 1979.) Also, in June of
1978 depository institutions were first allowed to
offer money market certificates in denominations as
low as $10,000 with an interest rate tied to the 6-
month T-bill rate.

Chart 1 shows that since 1978 the spread has not
approached the levels reached in 1974. Nevertheless,
the spread has been very large at times and it has

4 This  explana t ion  of  the  spread  in  per iods  of  d i s in te r -
mediation raises an obvious question: Why didn’t other
investors sell their bills and buy private money market
secur i t ies ,  thereby  of fse t t ing  the  impact  of  ind iv idua l
purchases  on  the  spread? In  fac t ,  o ther  inves tors  in
T r e a s u r y  b i l l s  d i d  r e a c t  t o  t h e  r i s e  i n  t h e  s p r e a d  i n
periods of disintermediation by decreasing their holdings
of bills, but this reaction was insufficient to eliminate the
large movements in the spread caused by sharp increases
in purchases of bills by individuals. This  ques t ion  i s
discussed in detail in [7].
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C h a r t  1

THE SPREAD BETWEEN THE CD AND T-BILL RATES
AND THE LEVEL OF THE CD RATE

been even more volatile than in the earlier period. A
number of times it has exceeded 200 basis points and
then fallen sharply, sometimes within a couple of
months, to well below 100 basis points. Also, the
spread in the post-1978 period has continued to show
a tendency to move with the level of interest rates,
although a given level of interest rates has generally
been associated with a smaller spread than in the
earlier period.

This article examines the behavior of the spread
in the post-1978 period using models that assume,
contrary to the situation in the earlier period, that
all investors can freely choose between Treasury
bills and private money market securities. The
major conclusion is that movement in the spread
can be fairly well explained in this period under this
assumption by default risk, taxes, and the relative
supply of Treasury bills. Section I presents three
models of the spread and discusses institutional infor-
mation relevant to each. Section II looks briefly at

the behavior of two types of investors in the bill
market. Section III reports regression results for
the three models. Section IV discusses the effect on
the spread of the introduction of money market
deposit accounts in late 1982.

I.

MODELS OF THE SPREAD IN THE POST-1978 PERIOD

This section discusses three models of the spread
between the rate on private money market securities
(RMM) and the rate on Treasury bills (RTB). All
three models assume that investors can choose freely
between investing in private money market securities
or bills. The first model focuses on default risk, while
the second looks at a combination of default risk and
taxes. Both models assume that all investors react
the same to any given RMM-RTB spread. The
third model drops this assumption.
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The focus throughout is on the demand for Trea-
sury bills as a function of the RMM-RTB spread.
It is assumed that the relative supply of Treasury
bills is not sensitive to the spread, i.e., that the ratio
of bills to total money market securities supplied
is completely inelastic with respect to the spread.
Gaps between U. S. government expenditures and
receipts are the primary determinant of the amount
of T-bills issued; while the Treasury at times alters
the average maturity of U. S. Treasury debt, there is
no evidence that such decisions are influenced by the
RMM-RTB spread. Furthermore, it is reasonable to
assume that the aggregate supply of private money
market securities is not varied in reaction to move-
ments in the RMM-RTB spread. (This latter as-
sumption is discussed below.)

Default-Risk Model

The simplest view of the RMM-RTB spread in the
post-1978 period is that it results solely from default
risk on private money market securities. Treasury
bills are backed by the full faith and credit of the
U. S. government and are generally considered de-
fault free. In contrast, private money market securi-
ties such as CDs or commercial paper are backed by
the promise of private corporations and, consequently,
there is a general perception that default is possible
on these securities.

Since investors care about expected, not promised,
yields, they demand a higher promised yield on pri-
vate money securities than on bills in order to offset
the perceived risk of default and to equalize expected
returns. Investors may also demand an additional
premium for holding a riskier asset. The extra yield
required by investors because of these factors is called
the default-risk premium. According to the default-
risk model, the RMM-RTB spread is a direct mea-
sure of this default-risk premium (DRP) on. private
money market securities :

( 1 )  R M M  -  R T B  =  D R P .

Hence, according to this model, movements in the
spread simply reflect movements in DRP. Figure 1
illustrates the simple default-risk model of the spread.
For any value of the default-risk premium the de-
mand curve for T-bills is infinitely elastic with respect
to the RMM-RTB spread. This implies that shifts
in the relative supply of bills have no effect on the
spread.

The default-risk premium on private money securi-
ties is dependent on the attitudes of investors, which
are not directly measurable. However, the simple

default-risk model of the RMM-RTB spread can
be evaluated by comparing it to yield spreads that are
solely a function of default risk: if the default-risk
model is correct, the RMM-RTB spread should be-
have similarly to these spreads.5 One money market
default-risk spread that has been available since the
beginning of 1974 is the spread between the one-
month medium-grade and prime-grade commercial
paper rates (CPS). Chart 2 compares this spread to
the RMM-RTB spread.6 The chart shows that the
RMM-RTB spread does frequently move with the
commercial paper rate spread. There are periods,
however, such as mid-1980 through the end of 1981,
when the RMM-RTB spread behaves very differ-
ently than the commercial paper rate spread.

Tax and Risk Model

The preceding discussion assumes that interest
income earned on Treasury bills and private money
market securities is taxed equally, which is true at
the federal level. At the state and local level, how-
ever, interest income on T-bills is exempt from in-
come taxes while interest income on private money
market securities is not. Individual income tax rates

5 These spreads typically rise in periods of recession and
fa l l  in  per iods  of  economic  expans ion .  See  Van Horne
[ 2 1 ]

6 The  commerc ia l  paper  ra te  spread  i s  on ly  ava i lab le
beginning  in  1974  and  there  a re  no  o ther  y ie ld  se r ies
ava i lab le  to  cons t ruc t  shor t - te rm defau l t - r i sk  spreads .
Hence the chart starts in 1974.

Figure 1

DEFAULT-RISK MODEL

Aggregate Demand for Treasury Bills
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Chart 2

THE SPREAD BETWEEN THE CD AND T-BILL RATES
COMPARED TO CPS

1975 1977 1979 1981 1983

applied to interest income range across states from includes investors that pay a “franchise” or “excise”
as low as zero to as high as 17 percent. These rates tax that in fact requires them to pay state taxes on
are shown in Table I as of October 1979.7 In some interest earned on T-bills.8 Commercial banks in 28
cases there are also local income tax rates; for ex- states, including most of the heavily populated states,
ample, in New York City the highest marginal local pay such a tax. And in 17 states there is a franchise
income tax rate exceeds 4 percent. tax on nonfinancial corporate income.9

Despite the exemption of T-bill interest income
from state and local taxation, there are three cate-
gories of investors who do not pay a higher tax rate
on interest income of private money market securi-
ties than bills. The first includes investors who are
not subject to state and local taxes, namely state and
local governments and foreign investors. The second

The third type of investor taxed equally on interest
income of T-bills and private money securities is
money market fund (MMF) shareholders. All
interest earned through investment in money market
funds, including T-bill interest income, is subject to
state and local income taxes. Consequently, an in-
vestor owning shares in a money market fund that
holds T-bills must pay all applicable state and local
taxes on the interest income, even though the investor7 The  tax  ra tes  shown are  fo r  the  h ighes t  marg ina l  t ax

ra tes .  However ,  in  a lmos t  a l l  s t a tes  the  maximum tax
ra te -or  one  very  c lose  to  i t - i s  reached  a t  a  re la t ive ly
low income. (The only exceptions are Alaska, Delaware,
Louis iana ,  New Mexico ,  and  Wes t  Vi rg in ia . ) Hence ,
one  can  make  the  assumpt ion  tha t ,  in  genera l ,  in te res t
income on private money market investments in a given
s ta te  i s  t axed  a t  the  h ighes t  marg ina l  t ax  ra te  in  tha t
state.

8 These taxes function exactly like an income tax and
were  ins t i tu ted  express ly  to  ge t  a round the  prohib i t ion
of  s ta te  and  loca l  taxes  on  in te res t  income of  federa l
secur i t i e s .  See  [4 ]  and  [15] .

9 These states are listed in [6, p. 652].
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Table I

STATE INDIVIDUAL TAX RATES ON
INTEREST INCOME

Alabama

Alaska

Ar i zona

Arkansas

Cal i forn ia

Colorado

Connecticut

Delaware

F l o r i d a

Georgia

Hawai i

Idaho

I l l ino i s

Indiana

Iowa

Kansas

Kentucky

Louis iana

Maine

Maryland

Massachusetts

Michigan

Minnesota

Miss i ss ippi

Missour i

Notes:

(As of October 1, 1979)

5 Montana

14.5 Nebraska

8 Nevada

7 New Hampshire

11 New Jersey

8 New Mexico

0 N e w  Y o r k

16.65 North Carol ina

0 North Dakota

6 Ohio

11 Oklahoma

7.5 Oregon

2 .5 Pennsylvania

2 Rhode Island

13 South Carol ina

9 South Dakota

6 Tennessee

6 Texas

10 Utah

5 Vermont

17.5 Vi rg in ia

4 .6 Washington

17 West Vi rgin ia

4 Wiscons in

6 Wyoming

11
*

0

5

2 .5

9

1 4

7

7 . 5

3 .5

6

1 0

2.2
*

7

0

6

0

7.75
*

5 .75

0

9 .6

1 0

0

1.  The  tax  ra tes  shown are  max imum ra tes .  (See foo tno te  7 . )

2 .  S t a t e s  m a r k e d  w i t h  a s t e r i k  ( * )  h a v e  t a x  r a t e s  s p e c i f i e d
as  a  percen t  o f  Federa l  i ncome fax  l i ab i l i t y .  The  percen t

i s  18  percen t  fo r  Nebraska ,  19  percen t  fo r  Rhode  i s land ,

and  23  percen t  fo r  Vermont .

Source: R e p r o d u c e d  w i t h  p e r m i s s i o n  f r o m  1 9 7 9  E d i t i o n ,  S t a t e
T a x  H a n d b o o k ,  p u b l i s h e d  a n d  c o p y r i g h t e d  b y  C o m m e r c e
C l e a r i n g  H o u s e ,  I n c . ,  4 0 2 5  W .  P e t e r s o n  A v e . ,  C h i c a g o ,  I L

60646,  pp .  660-71.

would not have to pay state and local taxes on that
income if he purchased the T-bills directly.

The implications of the wide range of relative tax
rates on T-bill versus private interest income for the
determination of RMM-RTB spread will be con-
sidered below. For the present consider the case in
which all investors are subject to the same marginal
state and local tax rate of t on private interest
income; then the relationship between RMM and
RTB would be

( 2 )  R M M ( 1 - t )  =  R T B or

(2a )  RMM -  RTB =  tRMM or

( 2 b )  R M M / R T B  =  1 / ( 1 - t ) .

Equation (2a) states that the RMM-RTB spread
is positively related to the level of interest rates; the
after-tax yields will remain equal only if the before-
tax yield spread rises or falls in proportion to changes
in the level of interest rates. Equation (2b) indicates
that the ratio of RMM to RTB is constant over time
when taxes are the only factor affecting the spread
and marginal income tax rates are the same for all
investors.10

Chart 1 demonstrates that the RMM-RTB spread
does tend to move with the level of interest rates.
Chart 3, which plots the ratio of the three-month
CD rate to the three-month T-bill rate, illustrates
that this’ ratio is not constant. Although variability of
the RMM/RTB ratio is inconsistent with the simple
tax model, the RMM/RTB ratio in the post-1978
period has been much less variable than the RMM-
RTB spread. Moreover, the ratio, unlike the spread,
is not strongly correlated to the level of rates over
this period.11

Of course, this simple tax model is deficient in that
it ignores the effect of the default-risk premium on
the spread. The tax and default-risk models can be
joined by combining equations (1) and (2) :

(3) RMM(1-t) = RTB + DRP or

( 3 a )  R M M  -  R T B  =  t R M M  +  D R P or

( 3 b )  R M M / R T B  =  1 / ( 1 - t )  +
DRP/RTB ( l - t ) .

In this tax and risk model, the RMM-RTB spread is
positively associated with the level of interest rates 
as in the simple tax model. However, in equation

1 0  Suppose  an  inves tor  i s  sub jec t  to  a  marg ina l  federa l
income tax  ra te  of  tf and  a  marg ina l  s t a te  income tax
rate of tS.  State taxes paid can be deducted from federal
income taxes. Hence, if the investor pays state income
tax on private money market securities but not on Trea-
sury bills, then the before-tax yields on Treasury bills
and private money market securities that result in equal
after-tax yields will be:

R M M ( 1  -  tf -  tS +  tf t S )  =  R T B ( 1  -  tf )

which can be reduced to:

R M M ( 1  -  tS )  =  R T B ,

which is the formula in the text.

11 For the period from January 1979 through June 1983
the correlation coefficient between the RMM-RTB spread
and the level of the Treasury bill  rate is .520. However,
the correlation coefficient between the ratio and the level
of the bill rate is only .068. (Note in Chart 3 that in the
pre -1978  pe r iod  the  RMM/RTB ra t io  i s  a s  vo la t i l e  a s
the spread and that it  is also highly correlated with the
level of rates. Over the 1974-77 period the correlation
coefficient between the spread and the level of the bill
rate is .799 while the correlation coefficient between the
ratio and the level of the bill rate is .758.)
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THE RATIO OF THE CD RATE TO THE BILL RATE
COMPARED TO THE CD RATE

(3b) the RMM/RTB ratio is  not  constant  but
changes with the DRP/RTB ratio.

Figure 2 illustrates the aggregate demand curve

Figure 2

for T-bills implied by the combination of the default-
risk and tax models. As the figure shows, at any
given level of interest rates and default-risk premium,
the demand for T-bills is infinitely elastic with re-
spect to the RMM-RTB spread. If RMM rises and
the default-risk premium remains unchanged, then
the whole demand curve simply shifts upward by an
amount equal to the product of the tax rate times
RMM. Moreover, it can be seen from Figure 2 that
changes in the relative supply of T-bills, if unaccom-
panied by changes in the level of interest rates or
default-risk premium, have no effect on the RMM-
RTB spread.

Chart 4 compares the RMM/RTB ratio to the
ratio of the commercial paper spread and RTB in the
1979-83 period. The two series move fairly closely
together over the whole 1979-83 period, suggesting Aggregate Demand for Treasury Bilk
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Chart 4

that the risk and tax model is superior to either the
default-risk model or the tax model alone.12

Heterogeneous Investor Model

The tax and risk model assumes that all investors
bear the same relative tax rates on private money
securities and T-bills. As discussed above, however,
there are substantial differences across investors with
respect to the relative taxation of private versus T-bill
interest income; that is, investors differ with respect
to the tax rates they face.

A second source of investor heterogeneity involves
various implicit returns that some investors receive

12 
In contrast, it is evident from Chart 4 that in the

1974-77 period the tax and risk model does a poor job of
explaining the spread.

from holding T-bills-i.e., returns not measured by
the stated T-bill yield. These implicit returns arise
from various laws and regulations, many of which
have changed over time. Banks, in particular, receive
various implicit returns from holding Treasury bills.
For example, banks (and other depository institu-
tions) can use Treasury bills at full face value to
satisfy pledging requirements against state and local
and federal deposits. Also, Treasury bills improve
the ratio of equity to risk assets, a measure bank
regulators use to judge a bank’s capital adequacy.
Moreover, prior to the Monetary Control Act of
1980, nonmember banks in over half of the states had
reserve requirements that could be satisfied at least
partially-and in some cases totally-by holding un-
pledged Treasury bills. Finally, funds acquired by a
bank that enters into a repurchase agreement are free

FEDERAL RESERVE BANK OF RICHMOND 9 



of reserve requirements if the securities involved are
obligations of the U. S. or federal agencies.13

Treasury bills also provide implicit returns by
virtue of their preferred position in certain financial
markets. They are accepted without question as
collateral for margin purchases or short sales of
securities. And they can be used to satisfy the initial
margin requirements for many types of financial
futures contracts, whereas private money market
securities cannot be used for this purpose.

With different tax rates and implicit returns, in-
vestors will react differently to a particular RMM-
RTB spread. For example, even at a large RMM-
RTB spread and a very small default-risk premium,
the demand for T-bills will be positive because in-
vestors with a high marginal state and local tax rate
on private interest income and a zero-tax rate on
T-bill interest income will find it advantageous to
buy T-bills instead of CDs or commercial paper. As
the spread falls, more and more investors with
smaller differentials between the tax rates on interest
income of private securities and T-bills will find it
advantageous to buy T-bills.14 A similar conclusion
holds for differential implicit returns. If these vary
across investors, then a decline in the spread will
induce investors receiving lower implicit returns to
buy bills.

13 
These implicit returns are discussed in more detail in

[7]. Pledging requirements are described in [1, 10, 14],
state reserve requirements prior to the Monetary Control
A c t  i n  [ 1 2 ] , regula t ions  on  repurchase  agreements  in
[17],  and bank capital adequacy measures in [19].

1 4  
An assumpt ion  in  th is  d iscuss ion  i s  tha t  the  poss ib le

investment in Treasury bills by a particular investor is
limited. The  a rgument  migh t  be  made  tha t  the re  a re
risk-free arbitrage opportunities that would provide in-
centives for investors to borrow funds in the bill (CD)
marke t  and  lend  them in  the  CD (b i l l )  marke t . These
opportunities generally are not present. because only the
Treasury can issue T-bills and only the direct holder of
T-bi l l s  rece ives  the  s ta te  and  loca l  tax  exempt ion .  For
example, it  might be argued that at large values of the
spread, there is an opportunity for investors with equal
tax rates on bill and private interest income to borrow
bills at a rate slightly above the bill  rate, sell them and
inves t  the  proceeds  in  pr iva te  secur i t ies .  However ,  in -
ves tors  tha t  loan  b i l l s  under  th i s  a r rangement  lose  the
tax  exempt ion  on  T-bi l l  in te res t  income;  hence ,  they
n e e d  t o  b e  p a i d  a t  l e a s t  R T B / ( 1 - t )  t o  b e  i n d u c e d  t o
loan their bills.  This eliminates the arbitrage opportunity
for the equal-tax rate investor.

Converse ly ,  suppose  the  spread  i s  zero ;  then  there
appears to exist arbitrage opportunities for investors with
unequal tax rates on private and T-bill  interest income.
These investors could issue private securities (deducting
the interest paid from their-taxable income) and invest
the  funds  in  b i l l s .  However ,  as  d iscussed  in  the  tex t ,
investors with the highest tax rate on private versus bill
interest income are individuals. They  c lea r ly  a re  no t
able to, and do not, engage in this kind of activity. If
individual investors pool their funds to buy bills, then
they are in effect forming a financial intermediary to buy
bills indirectly and they lose the tax exemption on T-bill

Consequently, with differing tax rates and implicit
returns, the aggregate demand for T-bills-given
some constant default-risk premium-decreases only
gradually as the RMM-RTB spread rises. When the
RMM-RTB spread is high relative to the default-risk
premium, the aggregate demand for T-bills will be
relatively low; as the RMM-RTB spread declines,
the aggregate demand for T-bills will increase. When
the spread falls to the level of the default-risk prem-
ium, the demand will be completely elastic as in the
simple default-risk model.

Figure 3 illustrates the heterogeneous investor
model. The figure shows that an increase in the level
of interest rates can affect the RMM-RTB spread
because of the tax effect. However, the effect of a
rise in the level of rates on the spread depends on the
relative supply of T-bills; the greater the relative
supply of bills, the smaller the effect on the spread
of a given increase in the level of rates.

Moreover, changes in the supply of T-bills can
have a direct effect on the RMM-RTB spread. For
instance, if the relative supply of T-bills falls, the
RMM-RTB spread might rise, as a greater propor-

interest. This is precisely the situation of money market
f u n d s  ( s e e  S e c t i o n  I I  o f  t h i s  a r t i c l e ) . However ,  in
per iods  of  very  low values  of  the  spread ,  there  does
appear to be arbitrage opportunities for large investors
(i.e., banks) in states with high income tax rates who are-
not ‘subject’ to excise or franchise taxes on T-bill interest
income. In periods of small spreads, one might expect to
see banks in these states issuing CDs to buy bills.

Figure 3

HETEROGENEOUS
INVESTOR MODEL

Aggregrate Demand for /Supply of T-Bills
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tion of T-bills are purchased by investors with a high shows that the percent of noncompetitive bids at the
marginal tax rate on private versus T-bill interest weekly auction moves, closely with the level of interest
income. rates. 17

II.

INVESTMENT IN T-BILLS BY INDIVIDUALS
AND MMFS

Additional evidence on the effect of differential
taxation (of interest income on bills versus private
securities) on the spread in the 1979-83 period is
contained in monthly data on T-bill investment by
individuals and MMFs. As discussed earlier, indi-
viduals as a group have the largest differential be-
tween the tax rates paid on private versus T-bill
interest income. At the other extreme are the share-
holders of MMFs who are taxed equally on the
interest of T-bills and private instruments.

Chart 6 compares the bill holdings of MMFs to the
RMM-RTB spread. MMF investment in bills is
negatively and strongly correlated to the spread.1 8

Hence, even though MMFs primarily buy bills in-
directly for individual investors, their response to
changes in the spread differs markedly from that of
individual investors.

No data is available on individual investment in
T-bills. However, the percentage of bills awarded to
noncompetitive bidders15 at weekly Treasury bill
auctions is a widely used barometer of individual
investment activity in the bill market.16 Chart  5

The pattern of investment in T-bills by individuals
and MMFs can be explained by the different tax
rates applicable to the two groups and, in addition,
strongly suggests that taxes played a role in the be-
havior of the spread in the post-1978 period. The
reasoning is as follows. As interest rates rise, at a
given level of the before-tax RMM-RTB yield’
spread, the after-tax yield spread falls for investors
(individuals) taxed on private interest but not on
T-bill interest, inducing them to increase their bill

15 
Investors who purchase $1,000,000 or less of bills at the

weekly auction can make a “noncompetitive bid,” where-
by  the  inves tor  agrees  to  pay  the  average  pr ice  of  ac-
cepted competitive bids. This amount was raised in 1983
from $500,000.

1 6  
S e e  [ 5 ] .

17 
Based on Treasury Department data for 1986, 60 per-

cent or more of the dollar volume of noncompetitive bids
a t  the  week ly  Treasury  b i l l  auc t ions  dur ing  tha t  yea r
(exc luding  noncompet i t ive  b ids  made  by  Government
accounts or the Federal Reserve) were made in the New
York  Federa l  Reserve  Dis t r ic t ,  which  has  by  fa r  the
highest district-wide average state income tax rate.
18 

The correlation coefficient between the percent of
MMF asse ts  inves ted  in  b i l l s  and  the  spread  over  the
period in Chart 6 is --.438. In contrast,  the correlation
coefficient between noncompetitive bids and the spread
is +.506.

Chart 5

NONCOMPETITIVE BIDS AT
WEEKLY AUCTION COMPARED TO

LEVEL OF RATES

Chart 6

TREASURY BILLS AS A PERCENT
OF TOTAL MMF ASSETS COMPARED TO

RCD-RTB SPREAD
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purchases.19 This puts downward pressure on the bill
rate and increases the before-tax RMM-RTB yield
spread. At the same time, the increase in the before-
tax yield spread causes a comparable increase in the
after-tax yield spread for investors (MMFs) who
pay equal tax rates on T-bill and private interest
income. This rise in the after-tax yield spread in-
duces them to decrease their purchase of bills. Hence,
a rise in the level of interest rates is followed (1) by
an increase in the holdings of bills by investors with
unequal tax rates on T-bill and private interest in-
come, (2) by a rise in the RMM-RTB spread, and
(3) by a decrease in the holdings of bills by investors
with equal tax rates on the two types of interest
income.

1 9  
I t  i s  r e l e v a n t  t o  t h i s  a r g u m e n t  t h a t  f o l l o w i n g  t h e

growth of MMFs in 1978 and the introduction of MMCs
in that year, the effect of taxes on the after-tax yields of
these investments relative to the yields earned by direct
investment in bills was well publicized. For instance! in
March 1979 the Wall Street Journal published an article
en t i t l ed  “Where  S ta te  and  Loca l  Taxes  Hur t ,  Inves to rs
Can Earn More in Direct Purchases of Bills” [22]. See
also [3, 5].

III.

ESTIMATES OF THE SPREAD MODELS

Risk and Tax Models

Regression estimates of the alternative models of
the spread are presented in Table II.20 The spread
between the medium-grade and prime-grade commer-
cial paper rates (CPS) is used as a proxy for the
default-risk premium on CDs, the assumption being
that the true default-risk premium is linearly related
to this spread.

The coefficient of CPS in the risk equation regres-

20 
The reported regressions follow the conventional pro-

cedure of using the risk-free rate (the T-bill rate) as the
right-hand side (independent) variable. Actually, the tax
and risk model is an equilibrium relationship. Because of
this, there is no a priori reason to use the Treasury bill
as opposed to the CD rate as the right-hand side variable
in the regression equations. The regressions were also
estimated with the CD rate as the right-hand side vari-
able. The estimated coefficient of the interest rate vari-
able in these regressions (reported in [8]) is somewhat
higher; however, none of the conclusions reached in this
section are different.

Table II

RCD-RTB SPREAD REGRESSIONS

NOTES:

1 .  The  Durb in-Watson s ta t is t ics  in  the  ord inary  least -squares  regress ions  were  in  the  ne ighborhood of  1 .0  to  1 .2 ,  ind icat ing  the
presence of autocorrelated residuals. Consequently, the equations were re-estimated using the Hildreth-Lu procedure to correct
for first-order serial correlation.

2. Numbers in parentheses under coefficients ore t-statistics. are  the  va lues  of  the
statistics for the comparable ordinary least-squares regressions.
[8 ] ,  were  extremely  c lose to  those reported here . )

(The ordinary least-squares regression coefficients, reported in

3. CPS is the spread between the one-month medium-grade and prime-grade commercial paper rates.

RTB is three-month bond-equivalent secondary market Treasury bill rate.

RCD is the three-month bond-equivalent prime negotiable CD rate.

TB is the outstanding stock of Treasury bills less amount held by Federal Reserve.

L is total liquid assets as defined by the Federal Reserve.

4. Treasury bills outstanding are from the Treasury Bulletin and the Monthly Statement of the Public Debt of the’ United States, both
published by the U. S. Treasury Department. All other data are from various publications of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve System.
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sion, equation 1 in Table II, has the correct sign and
is highly significant. In the regression equation of
the tax and risk model, equation 3, the coefficients of
both the risk and tax variables have the correct signs
and are highly significant. The overall fit of the esti-
mated tax and risk model is considerably better than
the simple risk model21 and the value of the auto-
correlation coefficient, p, is considerably lower.

These results support the conclusion that differ-
ential taxation of interest income on T-bills and pri-
vate money securities was an important determinant
of the RMM-RTB spread in the 1979-83 period.
The tax rate implied by the coefficient of RTB in
equation 3 is 8.3 percent,22 which is well within the
range of state individual tax rates on interest income
given in Table I. Hence, the magnitude of the
interest rate coefficient is consistent with the tax
explanation of the relationship between the level of
rates and the spread in the post-1978 period.

Heterogeneous Investor Model

The implications of the heterogeneous investor
model discussed in Section I were that (1) the
RMM-RTB spread may be negatively related to the
relative supply of T-bills and (2) the effects of the
level of rates and the relative supply of T-bills on
the spread may be interdependent; that is, the effect
of an increase in the level of interest rates on the
spread may depend on the supply of bills outstand-
ing.2 3

The supply variable used in the heterogeneous in-
vestor model regressions is the ratio of T-bills out-
standing net of Federal Reserve holdings (TB) to
total liquid assets (L), a proxy for the overall size of
the money market.24 Two regressions are reported

21 
This statement is especially true for the ordinary least-

squares summary statistics, which provide a more mean-
ingful  compar ison  across  regress ions  s ince  they  do  not
depend on the value of the autocorrelation coefficient.
22 

The implied tax rate is calculated from equation 2 in
t h e  t e x t  a s  c / ( 1 + c )  w h e r e  c  i s  t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  t h e
Treasury bill  rate.
23 

For previous evidence of supply effects on the spread
see [16].
24 

The specific form of the supply variable used in these
regressions is by necessity somewhat arbitrary. Regres-
sions with alternative forms of the supply variable, re-
ported in [S], did not alter the conclusion that the relative
supply of Treasury bills affected the spread in the post-
1978  per iod .  F i r s t ,  L ,  the  denomina tor  o f  the  re la t ive
supply variable,,  was replaced with two narrower mea-
sures: (1) T-bills plus large CDs plus commercial paper
plus bankers acceptances and (2) T-bills plus large CDs.
In  both  cases  the  t - s ta t i s t ic  of  the  coeff ic ient  of  the
supply variable rose. Second, marketable U. S. govern-
ment  secur i t ies  of  fore ign  accounts  he ld  in  cus tody  a t
the Federal Reserve were netted out of the numerator of
the  re la t ive  supply  var iab le .  When th i s  was  done ,  the
t-statistic of the coefficient of the supply variable rose.

in Table II. The first regression simply adds the
relative supply variable to the tax and risk model.
The variable’s coefficient has the correct sign and is
statistically significant.25 The magnitude of the coeffi-
cient implies that if the relative share of T-bills in
total liquid assets rises by one percentage point, the
RMM-RTB spread falls by 15 basis points. Trea-
sury bills range from approximately 5.6 to 9.3 percent
of total liquid assets over the period covered by the
regressions; hence, the regression results imply that
supply factors explain a relatively small part of the
movement in the spread in that period.

The second regression reported in Table II uses a
specification in which the effects of the interest rate
and supply variables are interdependent :

where e is the base of the natural logarithm. This
specification also implies that the larger the relative
share of bills to liquid assets (TB/L), the smaller
the effect on the spread of further increases in the
share, which should be the case if the aggregate
demand for T-bills flattens out at low levels of RMM-
RTB, as argued earlier. This equation was estimated
by experimenting with different values of d and
choosing the value of d for which the sum of squared
residuals in the ordinary least-squares regression was
lowest. The coefficient of the interest rate/supply
variable is highly significant while the summary sta-
tistics of the regression are only slightly better than
for the regression with the linear supply variable.
The estimate of the tax rate implied by the coeffi-
cient of RTB ranges from 6.3 percent to 10.1 percent
over the estimation period.26 While this specification
yields results that are very close to the first one, it
makes more sense a priori and for that reason should

25 
A reasonable question regarding this result is whether

t h e  c o e f f i c i e n t  o f  T B / L  i s  a f f e c t e d  b y  s i m u l t a n e o u s
equations bias, i .e.,  whether a change in the RMM-RTB
spread induces a response that alters the relative supply
of T-bills outstanding. We do not think this is a serious
p r o b l e m  b e c a u s e  t h e  m o v e m e n t  i n  t h e  T B / L  r a t i o  i s
de te rmined  main ly  by  the  movement  in  Treasury  b i l l s
outstanding and the Treasury’s supply of bills is clearly
not  respons ive  to  the  RMM-RTB spread . Admittedly,
o n  a  p r i o r i  g r o u n d s  i t  i s  p o s s i b l e  t h a t  t h e  s u p p l y  o f
pr iva te  secur i t i es  by  some agents  may be  marg ina l ly
responsive to the spread. (Although see footnote 14 on
this point.) For example, it might be argued that at large
va lues  of  the  spread ,  depos i to ry  ins t i tu t ions  tha t  pay
equal tax rates on bill and private interest income would
se l l  b i l l s  and  s imul taneous ly  run  down the i r  CDs  ou t -
standing. However ,  we  are  not  aware  of  any  evidence
that the RMM-RTB spread is an important determinant
of the aggregate supply of private short-term securities.
2 6  

This is calculated as c*/1+c* where c* is the coeffi-
c i e n t  o f  R T B  i n  r e g r e s s i o n  ( 4 b )  i n  T a b l e  I I  a n d  i s
d e p e n d e n t  o n  T B / L .
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fit the data better than the first specification in the
future. Since the bill share variable TB/L should

rise in coming years because of large budget deficits,
this means that a rise in the level of rates should be
associated with a smaller rise in the spread than in

the 1979-83 period.

IV.

THE EFFECT OF MMDAs ON THE SPREAD

In mid-December 1982, all interest rate ceilings on
short-term deposits with minimum denominations of
$2500 at depository institutions were removed. The
“money market deposit accounts” (MMDAs) that
resulted from this deregulation were very popular,
reaching a level of $278 billion by the end of Febru-
ary. A final question addressed here is whether the
introduction of MMDAs decreased the demand for
T-bills and thereby lowered the RMM-RTB spread.

Following the introduction of MMDAs, the
RMM-RTB spread fell to extremely low levels; by
March 1983 it had fallen to an average level of 16
basis points. However, the role played by MMDAs
is difficult to isolate from other influences occurring
at the time. Specifically, MMDAs were introduced
at a time when there were major changes in the
default-risk premium and tax rate variables that
would also cause the spread to fall. Table III shows
that the spread had already fallen sharply before the
introduction of MMDAs in reaction to the decline in
the default-risk premium and the lower level of
interest rates. Also, as was shown in Chart 6, the
demand for bills by individuals-as measured by
noncompetitive bids at the weekly auction-had
fallen sharply prior to the introduction of MMDAs in
reaction to the decline in market interest rates.

Chart 7 shows the weekly data for noncompetitive
bids around the time of the introduction of MMDAs.
Noncompetitive bids dropped substantially the two
weeks following the introduction of MMDAs. This
occurred in a period of stable short-term interest
rates, which indicates that initially MMDAs de-
creased the demand for bills by individuals. By
the first weekly auction in January, however, non-
competitive bids had returned to their pre-MMDA
level. Hence, there is little evidence from the non-
competitive bids data of a lasting effect of MMDAs
on the demand for bills. To test for an effect on the
RMM-RTB spread, a dummy variable was incor-
porated into the spread regression (equation 4a in
Table II). This variable was set equal to 1 for the

Table Il l

BEHAVIOR OF THE RCD-RTB SPREAD,
CPS AND RCD

1982

August

September

October

November

December

1983

January

February

March

RCD-RTB CPS RCD

1.76 1.68 10.75

2.61 1.68 10.81

1.67 1.38 9.64

0.72 1.26 9.07

0.57 0.90 8.78

0.35 0.76 8.48

0.26 0.69 8.66

0.16 0.63 8.81

RCD is the three-month bond-equivalent prime CD rate.

RTB is the three-month bond-equivalent Treasury bill rate.

CPS is the spread between the bond-equivalent medium-grade and
prime-grade commercial paper rates.

months beginning in December 1982.27 The vari-
able’s coefficient was close to zero and not significant,
which reinforces the evidence from the noncompeti-
tive bids data.

2 7  
T h e  d u m m y  v a r i a b l e  w a s  g i v e n  a  v a l u e  o f  0 . 5  i n

December since MMDAs were introduced December 15.

Chart  7

NONCOMPETITIVE BIDS AT
WEEKLY TREASURY BILL AUCTION

COMPARED TO THE CD RATE
(November 1982 - February 1983)
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V.

CONCLUSIONS

The volatile behavior of the RMM-RTB spread
over the post-1978 period can be fairly well explained
by models that assume investors can choose freely
between Treasury bills and private money market se-
curities. 28 Variable default-risk premiums and differ-
ential taxation of interest income on bills and private
securities were found to be the two major deter-
minants of the spread in this period. A model of the
spread that allowed for investors experiencing differ-
ent tax rates and implicit returns was discussed. This
model holds that the relative supply of bills can affect
the spread. Regression results supported this con-
tention, although the effect of the bill supply variable
was small compared to the other two determinants
of the spread.

28 
This raises the question of whether these models can

explain the behavior of the spread in the pre-1978 period.
Unfortunately, a key ‘variable used in this article--the
commerc ia l  paper  ra te  spread- i s  ava i lab le  on ly  s ince
1974 and the only swing in the RMM-RTB spread in the
74-77 period occurred in 1974. (In contrast there were 5
major swings in the spread in the 1979-83 period.) How-
ever ,  the  models  d iscussed  in  th is  paper  c lear ly  do  a
poor job of explaining what happened to the spread in
1974 .  Th i s  conc lus ion  i s  based  on  Char t s  2 ,  3 ,  4  and
footnotes 11 and 12. Chart 2 shows that the RMM-RTB
spread fell sharply in the latter part of 1974 even though
CPS stayed very high until the end of the 1974-75 reces-
sion. Chart 4 shows that the tax and risk model has the
s a m e  p r o b l e m .

The main implication of the simple tax model is similar
to  tha t  o f  the  d i s in te rmedia t ion  a rgument :  bo th  imply
that the spread is positively related to the level of interest
rates. However, the tax model clearly can not explain
the extremely high levels of the RMM/RTB ratio, shown
in  Char t  3 ,  in  1974 .  (Nor  can  the  t ax  mode l  exp la in
values of the ratio persistently above 1.2 in earlier periods
of disintermediation, such as 1969-70 and 1973.) Regres-
sions for the 1974-77 period, reported in [8], reinforce the
comments made here.
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EMPIRICAL COMPARISONS OF CREDIT
AND MONETARY AGGREGATES USING
VECTOR AUTOREGRESSIVE METHODS

Richard D. Porter and Edward K. Offenbacher*

I. INTRODUCTION

Attention has been given recently to the issue of
targeting a credit aggregate or to using information
on a credit aggregate in addition to information on
monetary aggregates in the implementation of mone-
tary policy. In February 1983, the FOMC adopted
an “associated range” of growth for total domestic
nonfinancial debt (DNF) and decided “to evaluate
debt expansion in judging responses to monetary
aggregates.” Much of the renewed interest in credit
aggregates has been stimulated by Professor Ben-
jamin Friedman.1

Unquestionably one of the attributes of credit that
has attracted Friedman and others is its velocity
behavior. Chart 1 displays on a ratio scale the quar-
terly level of velocity (GNP/financial aggregate)
from 1960 to 1982, for four aggregates: M1, M2,
and two credit aggregates. The credit aggregates
are debt owed by domestic nonfinancial sectors

(DNF), and the private domestic nonfinancial
sector’s holding of currency, deposits and credit
market instruments. The latter asset measure is the
so-called “debt proxy” (DP) as coined by Henry
Kaufman. Of the four aggregates, only the velocity
for Ml has a decidedly upward trend over this period.
Friedman has stressed that his preferred credit mea-

* Chief of the Econometric and Computer Applications
Sec t ion ,  Div is ion  of  Research  and  S ta t i s t i cs ,  Federa l
Reserve Board. and Economist, Bank of Israel, respec-
tively. W e  w i s h  t o  t h a n k  R o b e r t  L i t t e r m a n  o f  t h e
Federa l  Reserve  Bank of  Minneapol i s  for  usefu l  com-
ments  and  for  ass i s tance  in  us ing  the  RATS computer
program. W e  a l s o  b e n e f i t e d  f r o m  t h e  c o m m e n t s  o f
R o b e r t  A n d e r s o n .  J o h n  C a r l s o n ,  D o n  K o h n ,  K e n
Kopecky, David Lindsey, Eileen Mauskopf, Ed McKel-
vey. Yash Mehra. Michael Prell,  and John Wilson. We
a r e  g r a t e f u l  t o  D a v i d  W i l c o x  a n d  A n i l  K a s h y a p  f o r
distinguished research assistance. W e  w i s h  t o  t h a n k
Mary Blackburn for expert typing of numerous drafts of
th i s  paper .  The  ana lyses  and  conc lus ions  se t  fo r th  a re
those of the authors and do not necessarily indicate con-
currence by other members of the research staff, by the
Board  of  Governors ,  o r  by  the  Reserve  Banks ;  nor  do
they indicate concurrence by the staff or official repre-
sentatives of the Bank of Israel.
1 

See Friedman [1981], [1982], [1983A], [1983B].

sure, DNF, as a percent of GNP has been about
level, remaining within a few percentage points of
its 1960 value of 144 percent. Chart 1, however,
indicates that this ratio has moved up recently; in
fact, it reached a level of 153 percent at the end of
June 1983.2

It appears from Chart 1 that M1 velocity may be
more variable than DNF, but the variability of ve-
locity is not necessarily indicative of its predictability.
Chart 2 presents errors in forecasting year over year
growth rates in velocity, where the forecasts equal
the average of all previous four quarter changes.3 O n
the basis of this simple prediction scheme, it is not
apparent that the velocity of M1 is more unpredict-

2 
Note  tha t  Fr iedman uses  the  rec iproca l  o f  ve loc i ty  in

his work. Thus, the recent decline in velocity represents
an increase in the debt to income ratio.
3 

I f  Vt q  i s  the  leve l  o f  ve loc i ty  in  year  t  and  quar te r  q ,

aging all past growth rates for the qth q u a r t e r .

Chart 1

COMPARISON OF
CREDIT AND MONETARY

AGGREGATES VELOCITIES
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able than the velocity of DNF. In 1982, the history
of neither aggregate predicted the sharp decline in
velocity.

For monetary aggregates it is customary to make
more detailed comparisons of velocity and its pre-
dictability from the vantage point of a theory of
demand for the aggregate. For M1 or M2 there is a
voluminous body of theory and empirical work to
draw on. For credit aggregates, however, there is no
established theory of aggregate debt holdings.4 I n
the absence of such an analytical framework, Fried-
man bases much of his empirical work on a form of
statistical time series analysis, vector autoregression
(VAR), which does not require a theoretical eco-
nomic model.5 One conclusion that can be reasonably
inferred from Friedman’s work is that the DNF
credit aggregate performs at least as well as any of
the monetary aggregates in the VAR exercises.

This paper reports on some further work using
the same VAR methodology. Our results do not

4 
Recent  papers  by  Papademos  and  Modig l ian i  [1983]

and  Gordon  [1982]  have  made  impor tan t  con t r ibu t ions
to the development of general equilibrium theory in which
aggregate credit holdings can be analyzed.

5 
Within  the  economics  profess ion  the  VAR model  has

been  popular ized  in  recent  years  by  researchers  a t  the
University of Minnesota and the Federal Reserve Bank
of  Minneapol i s ,  no tab ly  Rober t  L i t t e rman  [1982]  and
Professor  Chr i s topher  S ims  [1980A] ,  [1980B] .  Whi le
the primary uses of VAR have been in forecasting and
data description, more recent applications, such as Sims
[1982], have attempted to use this tool for policy analysis.

Chart 2

COMPARISON OF AGGREGATES
4 QTR. VELOCITY CHANGES

DEVIATION OF EACH
FROM ITS AVERAGE GROWTH

tend to support Friedman’s policy recommendation
that the FOMC establish a two target policy for
monetary control consisting of M1 and DNF. Spe-
cifically, we show that Friedman’s empirical results
are quite sensitive to slight changes in either arbi-
trary or seemingly innocuous assumptions concerning
data construction and the form of the VAR. Our
results provide additional support to earlier warnings
by others that policy implications drawn on the basis
of VAR results should be scrutinized with great
care.6

The remainder of this paper is organized as fol-
lows: Section II provides a critical review of the
VAR methodology and Section III presents the em-
pirical work. All of Section II need not be read in
order to understand Section III. A concluding sec-
tion provides an overall evaluation of this approach.

II. EXPLANATION OF METHODOLOGY

1. Basic Regressions

In its present form, vector autoregression is a tool
for summarizing the relationships among a group of
variables, e.g., economic time series; at various lags.
A vector autoregression is not a single regression
equation but a system of regressions with one equa-
tion for each variable in the system. Generally, the
list of variables in the system is not based on prior’
statistical testing. Given the variables selected, esti-
mation of the autoregressive system consists of
nothing more than a set of ordinary least squares re-
gressions with the current value of each of the in-
cluded variables being regressed on the lagged values
of all the variables in the system. For example, if
the vector autoregression includes only two variables,
say M1 and GNP, and say, eight lags on each vari-
able, then the vector autoregression consists of two
regressions. In the “M1 equation,” M1 would be
regressed on eight lagged values of itself and eight
lagged values of GNP ; in the “GNP regression”
GNP would be regressed on the same set of sixteen
explanatory variables. Note that in VAR models,
current values of variables never appear, on the right-
hand side of any equation in the system. Thus, in a
vector autoregression all current variables are treated
as endogenous; all lagged variables are, of course,
predetermined variables. The number of lagged
values of each variable to he included on the right-
hand side of each regression must also be determined.

6 
S e e  Z e l l n e r  [ 1 9 7 9 ] ,  G o r d o n  a n d  K i n g  [ 1 9 8 2 ] ,  a n d

Cooley and LeRoy [1982].
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While there exist statistical criteria to determine the
maximal lag length, usually an arbitrary lag length
is chosen for all variables in all equations.

These simple regressions constitute the only sta-
tistical estimation involved in vector autoregression.
In fact, the simplicity of the estimation procedure
and the ready availability of user-oriented computer
programs that carry out such estimation are signifi-
cant “advantages” of this approach. At the same
time, however, one practical problem is the large
number of parameters in the vector autoregression
specification. When a constant is included in each
equation, the number of parameters in each equation
equals the number of variables in the system times
the number of lags plus one. In the example cited
above there are thus seventeen parameters to be esti-
mated in each of the two equations. Accordingly, one
must either limit the number of variables and/or lags
in the system or else very long data series must be
available.’ Even if long series are available, the use
of data from the remote past may be of dubious value
when there is a strong suspicion of significant quali-
tative change in the economic environment, such as
technological innovation or major changes in regu-
lation or other policies.

2. The Moving Average Representation and
Impulse Response Function

The regressions described in Part I are known as
the autoregressive representation of the vector auto-
regression; the reason for this terminology being that
the current values of all the variables in the system
are regressed on their own lagged values (taken as a
system). Another, perhaps more informative way of
presenting the information contained in the vector
autoregression, is the moving average representation
(MAR). This representation can be obtained directly
from the autoregressive version as follows: The
right-hand side of any regression equation contains a
statistical disturbance term in addition to the explana-
tory variables. This disturbance reflects the fact that
the sum of terms involving the explanatory variables
(here only lagged values of all variables in the sys-
tem) does not explain the dependent variable exactly
at each observation. There will always be some dis-
crepancy or disturbance. Since the explanatory vari-
ables in a vector autoregression include observations
only prior to the current period, the disturbance is
the only contributing factor to a given dependent

7 
See Litterman [1982] and Doan, Litterman, and Sims

[1983]  fo r  an  approach  which  res t r i c t s  the  number  o f
freely estimated parameters.

variable’s value that is new to the current period.
Accordingly, the current disturbance in the equation
for a given variable is known as the innovation for
that variable in the current period. A time series of
such innovations exists for each variable in the vector
autoregression. The moving average representation
expresses current values of the dependent variables
in terms of current and lagged values of the inno-
vations in all variables of the system. In principle,
an infinite number of lags is needed to obtain the
entire moving average representation.

By a process of successive substitution we can
derive the moving average representation from the
autoregressive representation. An autoregressive
system of order n and dimension m is a system of m
variables containing lags from 1 to n. For example,
for a second order system of dimension three, the
autoregressive representation relates the current

z t, as functions of a fixed number of their own lags,

of each variable can be expressed as functions of still
prior lagged values of all variables and the innova-

the infinite past, yield the moving average represen-

course, it is impossible to calculate exactly all of the
coefficients in the infinite moving average represen-
tation; in most problems, however, coefficients for
the recent past suffice. The moving average repre-
sentation is used mainly to analyze the short- to
medium-run effects on each variable of given inno-
vations to each of the variables. For example, in a
system with real GNP, the price level, a monetary
aggregate and, possibly, other policy and nonpolicy
variables one can estimate the effects of a shock
(innovation) to money on real GNP and prices after,
say, one quarter, two quarters, one year, two years,
and so forth. Similarly, it is possible to calculate the
effects of a shock to any given variable on the vari-
able itself or on any other variable in the system. In
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other words, the moving average representation
traces out over time the effect of any given innovation
on any given variable. The entire time path of effects
of one innovation on one variable is called an impulse
response function. For example, one can talk of the
responses of real GNP to a monetary shock as the
impulse response function of real GNP with respect
to money. The impulse response functions are, in
principle, of interest to policymakers because they
describe the effects and timing of policy variables on
the variables of ultimate concern.

As a practical matter, however, there is one aspect
of the determination of the impulse responses that
may undermine their usefulness. While by construc-
tion the innovations in any series are serially uncor-
related, the innovations may be correlated contempo-
raneously. Therefore, it is not correct to interpret
the effects of an innovation in a given variable, say,

in x may be due to the contemporaneous influence of
other innovations on the x innovation. Thus, for
example, if the innovations in money and GNP are
contemporaneously correlated, it is not correct to
interpret the effect of an innovation in money on
GNP as due solely to “exogenous” influences on the
money supply, such as policy. Such contemporaneous
correlation causes difficulty in interpreting a coeffi-
cient in the moving average representation as the
effect of a given innovation on a given variable at a
given lag. For example, recall that the coefficient in
the moving average representation of the GNP on
the first lagged innovation to money may be inter-
preted as the effect on GNP of last period’s shock to
money. However, if last period’s shock to money is
highly correlated with last period’s GNP shock (con-
temporaneous “as of last period”), then it is not
correct to attribute all of the money innovation to the
independent effect of money. The contemporaneous
correlation links the money and GNP innovations
in a way that may prohibit further meaningful de-
composition.

There is a way around this problem but it is quite
possible that the problems involved in implementing
the solution are as serious as the original problem.
Briefly, it is possible to apply certain mathematical
transformations to the correlation matrix of the inno-
vations to generate a new set of innovations that are
not contemporaneously correlated. However, this
transformation is not unique, i.e., it can be imple-
mented in several ways depending on how the vari-

ables in the system are ordered.8 Thus, the trans-
formation may generate qualitatively different im-
pulse response patterns depending on the ordering of
the variables. This problem would not he serious if
the untransformed innovations did not happen to be
highly correlated in the first place or if the answers
to questions of major concern were not sensitive to
the ordering of variables in the transformation. Un-
fortunately the reported results show that for some
systems estimated by Friedman neither condition
holds. In particular, in the systems that include
nominal GNP and either a monetary or a credit
aggregate the innovations are sufficiently correlated
that the ordering of variables in the transformation
substantially affects the results of the transformation.
Such systems do not yield unequivocal conclusions.

3. Variance Decompositions

The most important question in comparing money
and credit aggregates is to determine whether move-
ment in the financial aggregate exerts an independent
influence on the broader policy objectives. The
strength of this influence is also critical.

An impulse response function describes the effect
of an innovation in a given variable on the movement
of the level of the same or another variable in the
system. For example, the impulse response function
of GNP with respect to money describes how the
level of GNP changes over time in response to a
shock to money. The set of impulse response func-
tions for an entire system can be viewed as a decom-
position of the levels of the variables in the system

8 
The terms “ordered” and “ordering” refer to the order

of the variables in setting up the transformation. T h e
only aspect of the transformation that is truly germane
to this exposition is the fact that the ordering is arbitrary
but conclusions may sometimes differ depending on the
ordering of variables that is chosen. The intuition behind
the transformation can be explained quite easily. Recall
tha t  the  purpose  of  the  t ransformat ion  i s  to  a l loca te
contemporaneous correlation of the innovations. T h e
variables are ordered in some fashion, say, first variable,
second variable, and so forth. The first variable’s inno-
va t ions  a re  assumed to  be  independent ,  i . e . ,  a l l  cor re -
lation between this innovation series and other innovation
series affects only the other innovations. T h e  s e c o n d
var iab le ’s  innovat ions  a re  assumed to  be  independent
except  for  the  par t  cor re la ted  wi th  the  f i r s t  var iab le ’s
innovations. T h e  t r a n s f o r m a t i o n  s u b t r a c t s  f r o m  t h e
second  var iab le ’s  innova t ions  the  par t  a t t r ibu tab le  to
the first variable and only that part. The third variable’s
innovat ions  are  assumed to  be  independent  except  for
the parts due to the first and second variable’s innova-
t ions  which  a re  sub t rac ted  ou t .  In  genera l ,  the  t rans-
formation eliminates the correlation from any given inno-
vation series and those series that appear prior to it  in
the particular ordering. This sequential process of elimi-
nating correlated parts of the innovation series results
in  a  se t  o f  t ransformed innovat ions  tha t  a re  not  con-
temporaneously correlated.
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into components due to the various shocks to these
variables. It is also possible to decompose variation
in the system into components due to variation in the
shocks. This decomposition is generally done in
terms of the forecast error variance. The value of a
given variable k periods into the future will be based
on all current and past innovations and on innova-
tions that are yet to be realized in the k periods yet
to occur. The information available today (time t)
includes the actual values of current and past inno-
vations while the future innovations are random
variables whose expected values are zero.9 Consider
now a k period ahead forecast of the variable yt+k.
In order to obtain the forecast of yT + K  write the
moving average representation of yt+k including all
innovations up to t+k, substitute in the values for
innovations known at time t, and set to zero values
of the innovations which may occur between t+1
and t+k.

Now consider the variance of the forecast error.
Since at time t all innovations dated t and earlier
are known by assumption, these innovations con-
tribute nothing to the forecast error. Instead, the
forecast error will be due to the existence of nonzero
innovations to yt+k which may occur between t+1
and t+k. If we use the variation of innovations in
the past as the estimate for the variation of future
innovations, it is possible to get an estimate of the
forecast error variance. The word “variation” in
this context refers not only to the variance of each
innovation series but to the contemporaneous covari-
ances among all pairs of innovations. As with the
impulse response function, it is precisely this covari-

9 
Determinis t ic  t ime t rends  may a l so  be  incorpora ted

into the analysis.

ation that generates problems for interpreting the
decomposition of the forecast error variance.

We have seen that the forecast error variance for a
given variable is equal to a sum of terms in the vari-
ances and covariances of all the innovation series.
The variance decomposition (VARD) presents a
summary of this information by listing the fraction of
the overall forecast error variance accounted for by
each of the types of innovations. This variance allo-
cation, or variance accounting, can be done for the
forecast error of each variable for any forecast hori-
zon. In this way, one can analyze the way in which
the variances of each variable’s innovations influences
the movements (i.e., the variation) in each of the
variables in the system. In principle, the variance
decomposition contains very important information
because it shows which variables have relatively siz-
able independent influence on other variables in the
system.

The fly in the ointment is the same problem as the
one mentioned in the previous discussion, of the im-
pulse response function: alternative orderings of the
variables may imply substantially different allocations
of explanatory power. Thus, the importance of a
given variable in terms of the extent to which its
innovations influence other variables may depend
critically on the (arbitrary) ordering that is chosen.

III. EMPIRICAL RESULTS

1. Selected VAR Estimates

We follow Friedman’s specification in assuming
that the endogenous variables in the VAR specifi-
cation enter as natural logarithms and that the equa-
tion contains a constant, a linear time trend, and
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eight lags on each (endogenous) variable in the
system. 10 In this paper, we also used the longest
sample period available from 1954:Q2 until 1982:
Q 4 .11 Four different VAR systems were estimated:
a two-variable system consisting of a financial aggre-
gate and nominal GNP, (Table I); a three-variable
system consisting of a financial aggregate, real GNP
and the GNP deflator and two systems containing a
short-term interest rate in addition to financial and
real sector variables. In the latter category are the
estimates from a trivariate model (Table II) for a
financial aggregate, nominal GNP and the commer-
cial paper rate and a four-variable system consisting
of a financial aggregate, real GNP, the GNP deflator
and the commercial paper rate.12 (Appendix A lists
the definitions for the abbreviations used throughout
this section.) The following notation is used in the
tables : estimated t-ratios are listed in parentheses
beneath the regression coefficients; Q(30) is the
Box-Pierce Chi-square statistic with 30 degrees of
freedom to test the hypothesis that the residuals from
each equation are serially uncorrelated; the symbol

2. Impulse Response Functions

Recall that the impulse response function for GNP
with respect to a money shock describes the response
over time of GNP to an innovation or a shock to
money in a given period. Charts 3 and 4 depict the
impulse responses of the natural logarithms of the
inverse of velocity, ln(F/NGNP), to a one percent
shock in the financial aggregate, F. For systems that
include real GNP and the GNP deflator instead of
nominal GNP, the response of nominal GNP to a
given shock is obtained by summing the responses of
real GNP and the GNP deflator. In general, one
would expect an initial fall in velocity in response
to a positive shock to the aggregate because nominal
GNP responds to the financial stimulus with a lag.
As income begins to respond to the stimulus and the
effect of the shock on financial assets dissipates, ve-
locity will gradually rise. The impulse response
function that emerges typically has a damped, sinus-
oidal shape.

10 See Friedman [1981] and [1983B]. We also examined
specifications which only contained four lags, see foot-
note 17.

(footnote continued on page 22)
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11 The results do not appear to be sensitive to the sample
period chosen. See Offenbacher, McKelvey, and Porter
[1982] for results from a shorter sample period from
1959 to 1980.

According to Friedman, the purpose of looking at
these impulse response functions is to assess the sta-
bility of the relationship between nominal GNP and
each financial aggregate. If, as expected, the response
pattern damps out and is smooth, then the relation-
ship is considered to be stable. Presumably a rela-
tively stable relationship is conducive to more effec-
tive monetary policy.13 ,14

12 In order to conserve space, VAR estimates for the
four-variable model and the three-variable model without
interest rates are not shown. The results for M2 were
also eliminated from Tables I and II to trim their size.
The inferences drawn for the debt proxy are similar in
spirit to the ones drawn for DNF, so for the sake of
brevity we only report those for DNF in this paper. The
interested reader may consult Offenbacher and Porter
[1983] for a discussion of the empirical results for the
debt proxy, as well as the M2 results that were not shown
in the two tables.

13 Analytically, one can assess the stability by looking at
the eigenvalues of the first-order “stacked” representation
of the system. An inspection of these eigenvalues reveals
that all of the estimated systems are stable. It follows
from this result that the associated impulse response
functions are stable and will eventually converge to zero.
14 Stability is not used here in the statistical sense to
denote stability of the coefficients over different time
periods. Friedman does not discuss the implications of
relevant economic theory for the expected pattern of the
impulse response function of ln(F/NGNP). For credit

F, (for x = financial, NGNP, RCP), represents
the F-statistic which tests the hypothesis that the
coefficients on all lagged x’s are simultaneously equal
to zero; it is distributed with 8 and 97 degrees of
freedom in the bivariate models and with 8 and 89
degrees of freedom in the trivariate model.

In the bivariate system (Table II) all variables are
significant at the five percent level. In the trivariate
system containing an interest rate (Table III, M1 is
significant at the ten percent level in the interest rate
and nominal GNP equations; DNF, on the other
hand, is insignificant at this level in both of these
equations.



Impulse responses, shown in the upper left panels
of Charts 3 and 4 for the bivariate systems provide
the first important result regarding the effects of
minor changes in the specification. The ordering of
variables follows Friedman’s work with NGNP pre-
ceding the financial aggregate in constructing the

aggregates, the implications of economic theory are not
readily apparent. This question deserves further detailed
attention. For monetary aggregates, the relevant theory
exists and the impulse responses can be assessed on the
bas is  of  the i r  cor respondence  wi th  th is  theory .  S ince
Friedman did not use this criterion and, in the interest of
brevity, this issue is not pursued here. It is worth noting,
however, that this issue has been examined in the context
of St. Louis reduced form equations by Charles Freed-
man of  the  Bank  of  Canada  and  Tom Gi t t ings  o f  the
Federal Reserve Bank of Chicago.

impulse response function. That is; the innovation
in GNP is assumed to be independent of all the other
innovations. The responses to M1 shocks (upper
left panel of Chart 3) appear fairly stable by Fried-
man’s criteria; although the response function oscil-
lates with a short period, it damps out rather quickly.
We examine the debt series, DNF, as end-of-quarter
series (as in Friedman’s work) and as a “quarterly
average” series to maintain comparability with the
way the monetary aggregates are targeted.15 T h e
responses reported in the upper left-hand panel of
Chart 3 for DNF using both measurement schemes
seem considerably less stable than the M1 responses.
The picture of DNF’s impulse response function that
emerges is somewhat different from that obtained by
Friedman partly because he displayed the response
function for only 20 quarters; the difference between

15 
The not seasonally adjusted series on an end-of-quarter

basis were taken from the Federal Reserve Board’s flow-
of-funds databank in February 1983. They were season-
a l ly  ad jus ted  us ing  S ta t i s t i c s  Canada’s  mul t ip l i ca t ive ,
quar te r ly  vers ion  of  X-11  ARIMA. A t  t h e  t i m e  t h i s
work was completed there was a discontinuity in the data
when the International Banking Act facility was phased
in at the end of 1981. To limit the effect of this “outlier”
on  the  es t imates  of  the  seasonal  fac tors ,  the  seasonal
ad jus tment  es t imat ion  per iod  s topped  in  1981:Q4.  The
forecasted adjustments for 1982 were then used to adjust
the  1982  da ta .  The  quar te r ly  average  deb t  se r i es  were
constructed as the average of the adjacent end-of-quarter
figures. The revised series for M1 and M2 do not cover
the  pe r iod  before  1959:Q1.  To  cons t ruc t  da ta  fo r  th i s
period we took the unrevised growth rates of the aggre-
gates and extrapolated backwards from the revised 1959:
Q1 levels. Since no end-of-quarter series exists for the
monetary aggregates, we could not examine M1 and M2
on this basis.
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Chart 3

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR M1 AND DNF
RESPONSE OF F/NGNP TO A 1% SHOCK IN F

2 Variable System Ordered (NGNP, F) 3 Variable System Ordered (XGNP, PGNP, F)
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Chart 4

IMPULSE RESPONSE FUNCTIONS FOR M2 AND DNF
RESPONSE OF F/NGNP TO A 1% SHOCK IN F

2 Variable System Ordered (NGNP, F) 3 Variable System Ordered (XGNP, PGNP, F)

M1 and end-of-quarter DNF is more evident beyond
the 20th lag. The impulse response for M2 in the
bivariate model (upper left panel of Chart 4) also
seems fairly stable. The responses of quarterly aver-
age data are considerably less stable than those of the
end-of-quarter data. These results do not support
the notion that the credit aggregate is as stable as the
monetary aggregates in impulse response functions
derived from the bivariate system.

Table III displays the impulse response function
from period 1 to 24 for DNF and the two monetary
aggregates using both orderings-( F, NGNP) and
(NGNP, F)-and both measures of DNF. (Recall
that Charts 3 and 4 used the (NGNP, F) ordering.)
As noted above, one of the drawbacks of the impulse
response functions is their sensitivity to the ordering
of variables when the innovations are correlated.
The correlation of the innovations is .31 in the system
with quarterly average DNF, .38 in the system with
end-of-quarter DNF, .32 in the system with M1, and

only .16 with M2. Though the M1 and DNF corre-
lations are similar, the DNF impulse response func-
tions differ much more on average in the alternative
orderings than the M1 response (lower panel of
Table IV). With the smallest correlation in the
innovations, M2 exhibits the smallest difference in
the impulse response function in the alternative
orderings.

Trivariate systems with a financial aggregate, real
GNP (XGNP) and the implicit  GNP deflator
(PGNP) (upper right-hand panels of Charts 3 and
4 or with nominal GNP, the commercial paper rate
and a financial aggregate (lower left-hand panels)
also favor the monetary aggregates over the credit
aggregates. In the systems with XGNP, PGNP and
F, the M1 impulse responses are noticeably smoother
than the DNF responses (quarterly average and end-
of-quarter). Impulse responses for end-of-quarter
DNF are once again also smoother than for their
quarterly average counterparts. Furthermore, while
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the M1 responses in the bivariate system are similar
to the M1 responses in the trivariate XGNP, PGNP,
F system, DNF’s velocity responses in the analogous
trivariate system have greater amplitude than in the
bivariate system with DNF. Fairly similar results
are also obtained for the M2-DNF comparison in
this system.

Three variable systems (NGNP, F and the com-
mercial paper rate (RCP)) provide the most striking
example of the difference between quarterly average
and end-of-quarter data construction (lower left
panels). For the M1-DNF comparison, the end-of-
quarter DNF responses are considerably smooth&
than M1 responses and are somewhat more damped.
On the other hand, the quarterly average DNF im-
pulse responses are much more variable than their
M1 counterparts. In addition, the estimated lag
coefficients on credit in the VAR NGNP equation
that lies behind this impulse response function are
not significant at the 50 percent significance level
while corresponding M1 parameters are significant
just above the five percent significance level.16 Simi-
lar results also hold for a comparison of M2 and
DNF.

Four-variable systems (real GNP, the price de-
flator, the commercial paper rate and a financial
aggregate) lend some support to Friedman’s notions
that DNF has about as stable relationship to GNP

1 6  
The joint significance of the F-test for DNF and M1

have significance levels of .539 and .059, respectively
(Tab le  I I ) .

as the monetary aggregates. In these systems M1
and M2 variability is greater over some range (from
20 to 80 quarters) than is the associated variability
of DNF. However, the credit aggregates damp more
slowly than M1 or M2 and, as with the three variable
systems containing interest rates, the influence of
credit on GNP is much weaker than the influence of
M1 (or M2) on GNP.1 7

3. Variance Decompositions

As noted in Section II, the variance decomposition
(VARD) results may be useful in judging whether
the direction of influence in the relationship between a
given financial aggregate and a policy objective (such
as nominal GNP) runs from the aggregate to the
objective or vice-versa. Entries in Charts 5-8 report
the share of the total forecast error variance of a
given variable that can be attributed to independent
movements in the innovations of the same or another
variable. For example, the left panel of Chart 5
displays the variance decomposition of NGNP in a
bivariate model containing NGNP and M1 with M1
taken first in the ordering and NGNP second, (M1,
NGNP). This chart shows that, at a lag of 10 quar-
ters, about one-third of the variance of NGNP can
be attributed to current and lagged shocks in NGNP
with the remainder attributable to current and lagged
shocks in M1.

Charts 5-7 display the VARDs of NGNP and F
for bivariate models. For M1 and M2 in both order-
ings the contribution of the monetary aggregate in
explaining NGNP tends to increase or stay the same
over the entire range of lags shown. The credit
aggregate DNF, on the other hand, explains an in-
creasing share of NGNP until a lag of about 10

17 
The discussion in the text refers only to systems esti-

mated  wi th  e igh t  l ags  on  a l l  the  var iab les . T h i s  l a g
length  was  chosen  for  comparabi l i ty  wi th  Fr iedman’s
work but various F-tests for the significance of coeffi-
cients on lags 5-8 suggest that only the first four lags are
significant. For all the nominal GNP equations in sys-
tems mentioned above we tested whether the coefficients
of  var iab les  lagged  5  to  8  per iods  were  s ign i f ican t ly
different from zero. For systems involving DNF and M1
we were  never  ab le  to  re jec t  th is  hypothes is  a t  the  5
percent  leve l  of  s igni f icance .  In  the  sys tems wi th  rea l
GNP and prices we tested the significance of the lag 5 to
lag 8 coefficients in both the real GNP equations and the
price equations. Again for the equations we checked we
could  not  re jec t  the  hypothes is  tha t  these  coeff ic ien ts
were zero at the 5 percent level of significance for sys-
tems with M1 and DNF. In general, the overall patterns
o f  r e s p o n s e s  f o r  f o u r - l a g  s y s t e m s ,  O f f e n b a c h e r  a n d
Porter [1983, Charts 8 and 9], confirm the comparisons
made above between money and credit aggregates. The
main difference between the four- and eight-lag systems
is  tha t  the  la t te r  have  more  cyc l ica l  impulse  response
patterns-a result that is not surprising.
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Chart 5

VARIANCE DECOMPOSITIONS OF NGNP FOR BOTH ORDERINGS
OF A BIVARIATE SYSTEM WITH NGNP AND M1

Ordered (M1, NGNP) Ordered (NGNP, M1)

quarters, and thereafter its contribution decreases in
both orderings. In the VARDs for financial aggre-
gates, M1 and M2 explain a greater proportion of
their own variance when they are ordered second in
the system, while the reverse is true for DNF. On
balance, the monetary aggregates in these bivariate
specifications respond much less to movements in
NGNP over time than does the credit aggregate.18

The most interesting results are those associated
with the inclusion of interest rates (Chart 8). The
contrast between the results for the two-variable and
three-variable systems containing NGNP, RCP, and
F is most striking for DNF. In the three-variable
system DNF’s role shrinks drastically. This debt
measure explains a very small percentage of NGNP
in both orderings examined, (DNF, RCP, NGNP)
and (RCP, NGNP, DNF)-under 8 percent at all
lags-whereas in the two-variable system it accounted
for about 40 to 70 percent of the variance of NGNP
after 10 quarters, depending on the ordering.19 O n
the other hand, the M1 contribution levels off to

18 
In the trivariate system (XGNP, PGNP and F) the

monetary  aggrega te  M2 appears  to  do  the  bes t  job  of
explaining movements ‘in each component of ‘the three-
var iab le  sys tem a t  l eas t  a f te r  10  quar te r s  o r  so . F o r
example, in the VARDs for the deflator, M2 eventually
explains between 70 and 85 percent of the variance of the
price deflator, depending on the ordering; M1 and DNF,
on the other hand, each explain considerably less of the
variation, in prices. See Offenbacher and Porter [1983,
Charts 14 to 17).

around.20 percent. Thus, while none of the financial
aggregates’ innovations has a large role in explaining
NGNP, the two monetary aggregates have a stronger
influence than the credit aggregate.20

Another interesting feature of the trivariate systems
with interest rates is the reciprocal influence of RCP
and the financial aggregates, i.e., the influence of
innovations in each of these variables on movement
in the other. On the basis of this comparison, DNF
clearly appears as an endogenous variable since its
innovations account for at most two percent of RCP’s
forecast error variance while RCP’s innovations ac-
count for over 80 percent of DNF’s forecast error

2 0  
The ef fec ts  o f  inc luding  an  in te res t  ra te  tha t  a re  re -

por ted  here  a re  qua l i ta t ive ly  s imi la r  to  the  e f fec ts  of
including an interest rate in another vector autoregression
that started out with M1, industrial production and the
C P I . Those  resu l t s  were  repor ted  by  S ims  [1980A] .
Friedman also did some work with interest rates but the
resul t s  he  repor ts  a re  not  as  ex tens ive  as  the  ones  re -
por ted  here . Fr iedman repor t s  a  s t rong  inf luence  of
interest rates. He in te rpre ts  th i s  resu l t  as  be ing  con-
sistent with his policy proposal to add a credit aggregate
ta rge t  on  the  grounds  tha t  bo th  in te res t  ra tes  and  the
volume of credit convey similar information since they
are  de te rmined  in  the  same marke t ,  the  c red i t  marke t .
There  a re  a t  l eas t  two impor tan t  d i f f icu l t i es  wi th  th i s
conclus ion .  F i r s t ,  Fr iedman 's  in te rpre ta t ion  of  the  ro le
of  in te res t  ra tes  i s  on ly  one  of  a  number  of  p laus ib le
explanations; s o m e  o f  t h e  o t h e r s  w o u l d  n o t  s u p p o r t
Fr iedman’s  pol icy  proposa l .  Second,  and  more  impor-
tantly, the magnitude of the interest rate’s influence in
the two systems is so much greater than the influence of
the volume of credit that it seems hard to justify-a volume
of  c red i t  t a rge t  ra ther  than  an  in te res t  r a te  t a rge t .  Of
course, interest rate targeting has its own problems that

1 9  
See  Offenbacher  and  Por te r  [1983]  for  a  more  com- need not be discussed here. The upshot is that a credit

p le te  descr ip t ion  of  the  resu l t s  inc luding  those  for  the target does not seem justified on the grounds that Fried-
order ing  (RCP,  NGNP,  F) . man proposes.
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Chart 6

VARIANCE DECOMPOSITIONS OF NGNP FOR BOTH ORDERINGS
OF A BIVARIATE SYSTEM WITH NGNP AND DNF

variance after 12 quarters. A similar comparison for IV. CONCLUSIONS

M1 shows that RCP is about twice as important in
explaining M1 than is M1 in explaining RCP regard-
less of the ordering. Furthermore, DNF innovations
explain a considerably smaller share of both NGNP
movements and movements in DNF itself as com-
pared with the share of M1 innovations in explaining
NGNP and M1 itself.21

Though the monetary aggregates seem to fare
somewhat better than the credit aggregate in the
VAR exercises, on balance the results seem to be
very sensitive to the methods of measuring the data,
the ordering of the variables in the impulse response
functions, or variance decompositions, and the inclu-
sion of variables in the model. Thus, no reliable

2 1  
See  Offenbacher  and  Por te r  [1983]  fo r  the  de ta i led

charts describing these results.

inferences may be drawn. When our results are con-
sidered along with Friedman’s, it seems the most that

Chart 7

VARIANCE DECOMPOSITIONS OF NGNP FOR BOTH ORDERINGS
OF A BIVARIATE SYSTEM WITH NGNP AND M2

Ordered (M2, NGNP) Ordered (NGNP, M2)
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Chart 8

VARIANCE DECOMPOSITIONS OF NGNP FOR TWO
ORDERINGS OF TRIVARIATE SYSTEMS

can be said in Friedman’s favor is that VAR methods
are not capable of distinguishing the proper monetary
policy target.

Finally, a more fundamental characteristic of the
VAR methodology must be recognized. Suppose, for

the sake of argument, that the empirical analysis were
to indicate that DNF had more desirable properties
than the monetary aggregates in the impulse response
functions and variance decompositions. Would this
justify targeting DNF (or M1 in the opposite case)?
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Since the VAR model is not a structural model, it
cannot predict the effects on the economy of a struc-
tural change such as the adoption of a specific mone-
tary policy for debt expansion. Because the VAR
model is a reduced-form model, changes in the struc-
ture, including policy regime changes, will tend to
alter the VAR coefficients. Rather, the VAR model
functions as a data reduction device. Because struc-
tural economic theories of debt have not reached the
empirical stage, such “black box” devices may be
helpful only in pinpointing empirical regularities, in
forecasting (without policy implications), and in pro-
viding theorists with useful insights in the sense that
empirically valid structural models can be expected
to generate reduced forms with properties similar to
the properties of the black box reduced forms.
However, VAR models should not be used to make
structural policy inferences.22

22 
See Cooley and LeRoy [1982] for a forceful discussion

of the issues raised in this paragraph.
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A P P E N D I X  A

Abbreviations Used in Text

DNF - total credit market debt owed by domestic
nonfinancial sectors

DP - the so-called “debt proxy” consisting of cur-
rency, deposits and credit market instruments
held by private domestic nonfinancial sectors

EOQ - indicates that series measured on an end-of-
quarter basis

F - a financial aggregate

M1 - quarterly average money supply measure

M2 - quarterly average money supply measure

MAR - moving average representation

NGNP -nominal  GNP

PGNP - implicit GNP deflator (1972=100)

QA - indicates that series measured on a quarterly
average basis

RCP - commercial paper rate (4-6 month)

VAR - vector autoregression

VARD - variance decomposition

XGNP - real GNP (1972 dollars)
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MONEY, CREDIT, AND FEDERAL RESERVE POLICY:
REPLY TO PORTER AND OFFENBACHER

Benjamin M. Friedman*

I am grateful for the careful and painstaking effort
that Richard Porter and Edward Offenbacher have
devoted to replicating and extending parts of my
empirical work on the relationship between nonfinan-
cial economic activity and the economy’s total net
credit outstanding, and I welcome the chance to re-
spond to their paper as an opportunity to comment
on several important questions about monetary policy
in the context of that relationship. My views on these
issues are in agreement with those expressed by
Porter and Offenbacher, at least in most respects.

The research that I and others have done, high-
lighting the credit-income relationship in the United
States, raises two separate questions for the conduct
of monetary policy :

(1) Should the Federal Reserve System formulate
and implement monetary policy in terms of pre-
specified targets for the growth of a small
number of financial aggregates?

(2) If the Federal Reserve does make monetary
policy in this way, which aggregates should it
use ?

In addition, Porter and Offenbacher raise a meth-
odological issue about the statistical techniques em-
ployed in some parts of my empirical work on this
subject:

(3) What light can the results of vector autoregres-
sion analysis shed on either of these questions-
or, for that matter, on any other policy ques-
tions ?

I shall comment in turn on each of these issues.

Aggregate Targets for Monetary Policy

As I have argued in some detail elsewhere,1 o n
strictly economic grounds the use of financial aggre-
gate growth targets as the central focus of monetary
policy is clearly inferior to more flexible policy pro-
cedures. If a financial aggregate bears a close and

* Professor of Economics, Harvard University.
1 

See Friedman (1975, 1977).

reliable relationship both to the ultimate economic
objectives that the Federal Reserve wants monetary
policy to affect (for example, price inflation and real
economic growth) and to instruments directly under
the Federal Reserve’s control (for example, nonbor-
rowed reserves or the federal funds rate), then it is
at least plausible to conduct monetary policy by first
determining what target growth rate for that aggre-
gate is most likely to be consistent with the specific
desired pattern of economic objectives and then con-
ducting open market operations so as to achieve that
growth target as closely as possible. As is now
widely understood, this familiar two-step procedure
is equivalent to using the chosen financial aggregate
to summarize, in a specific way, all developments that
affect the impact of monetary policy actions on the
ultimate economic policy objectives.

The most obvious shortcoming of this two-step
procedure is that it fails to take advantage of relevant
information about such developments contained in
readily observable variables other than the chosen
aggregate. Moreover, except in extreme circum-
stances this procedure does not even use efficiently
the information that the chosen aggregate does con-
tain. The argument against the two-step procedure is
essentially unchanged if the Federal Reserve bases
policy on growth targets for more than one aggregate,
although then there is the additional complication of
determining the relative importance to be attached to
each one.

On strictly economic grounds, therefore, the Fed-
era1 Reserve should not use financial aggregate
targets at all, but should instead use the most efficient
available way of incorporating into its policy actions
all relevant and available information-in practice, a
combination of econometric tools applied to some
areas and judgment applied to others that are less
conducive to explicit quantitative treatment. Never-
theless, since the early 1970s the Federal Reserve
has, with varying dedication, made growth targets for
the standard monetary aggregates the principal focus
of U. S. monetary policy, and the central banks of
other major industrialized economies have adopted
similar approaches. The reason, of course, is that
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more than strictly economic criteria typically are
(and should be) apposite to the structuring of eco-
nomic policy procedures. In the United States, the
Federal Reserve is responsible to the Congress for
the conduct of monetary policy, and Congress accord-
ingly bears responsibility for overseeing the Federal
Reserve’s actions. In the course of seeking a policy
framework that will enable it to execute this over-
sight responsibility, Congress has legislated a role
for money and credit aggregates in the monetary
policy process.

One theme running throughout Porter and Offen-
bacher’s paper is that, although in the work on which
they focus I have advocated the use of a credit target
for monetary policy, the empirical results I have re-
ported there do not make the bottom-line case for the
use of such a target. Porter and Offenbacher are
entirely correct in this regard. They are correct be-
cause the goal of this work was not to address the
primary issue of whether the Federal Reserve should
focus monetary policy on a growth target for credit
or any other financial aggregate, but instead, taking
as given that the Federal Reserve does use such
targets, to ask the more limited question-discussed
immediately below-of what specific aggregates it
should use. Moreover, at a more fundamental level
Porter and Offenbacher would be correct in this
regard in any case, regardless of the objectives I had
intended. Whatever justification there is for the use
of financial aggregate growth targets in the monetary
policy process must ultimately rest on political or
organizational (bureaucratic) considerations, not
economic ones. No set of empirical economic findings
can resolve these conflicts.

Money and Credit Aggregates

If the Federal Reserve is going to use financial
aggregate growth targets to formulate and implement
monetary policy, it must specify which aggregates to
target. The prevailing legislation simply refers to
money and credit, appropriately leaving to the Fed-
eral Reserve the actual selection. In recent years
(until 1983), the Federal Reserve has reported to
Congress its targets for the growth of three mone-
tary aggregates (M1, M2 and M3) and one credit
aggregate (commercial bank credit).* In practice,

2 
M o s t  o b s e r v e r s  b e l i e v e  t h a t  t h e  F e d e r a l  R e s e r v e  i n

practice placed little if any emphasis on the stated bank
credit target, and Porter and Offenbacher reinforce this
impression by ignoring that it ever existed. For a brief
period, the Federal Reserve reported separate targets for
M1-A and M1-B.

most observers have concluded that the narrow” M1
aggregate has been the principal focus of policy.

I have argued for the use of total net credit as an
additional target for monetary policy, if policy is to
have such targets at all, for three reasons each closely
related to the structure of the policy process based on
aggregate targets: First, because of the potential
dangers of placing exclusive reliance on a single
aggregate, using two targets is better than using one
-especially when there is reason to believe that the
two draw on disparate sources of, information from
within the economy’s financial markets. A credit
aggregate, by drawing on the liability side of the
economy’s balance sheet, supplements the information
about the economy’s asset holding contained in the
monetary aggregates, and thereby usefully diversifies
the information base underlying the signals that pre-
sumptively matter for monetary policy. Second, in
the United States the total net credit aggregate bears
as close a relationship to nonfinancial economic ac-
tivity as does any of the standard monetary aggre-
gates. This relationship is also not simply that of a
mirror reflecting what has already happened; rather,
credit contains useful information about future move-
ments of income and prices. Third, with some lag the
total credit aggregate bears a relationship to the
Federal Reserve’s direct operating instruments that
is roughly comparable to that for the standard mone-
tary aggregates. Hence over time the Federal Re-
serve plausibly could, if it chose, influence the growth
of total net credit.

Porter and Offenbacher focus their substantial and
impressive efforts on my empirical results document-
ing the relationship between total net credit and U. S.
nonfinancial economic activity. In particular, they
replicate and extend the work, that I did using vector
autoregression methods to examine dynamic aspects
of this relationship. Their individual findings are not
without interest, although in the end it is difficult to
know in what way (if any) they affect the overall
conclusion to be drawn from the analysis. As did I,
Porter and Offenbacher find that monetary aggre-
gates appear more closely related to nonfinancial eco-
nomic activity in some specific contexts, while the
credit aggregate is apparently more closely related in
others. They usefully reinforce this ambiguity by
demonstrating that many of the individual results are
“quite sensitive to slight changes in either arbitrary
or seemingly innocuous assumptions.” Not all. of
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their changes and extensions are of equal merit,3 but
on the whole the set of exercises they report provides
a useful addition to understanding of the relationships
involved.

I disagree in an important way with only two
aspects of Porter and Offenbacher’s attempt to con-
trast our mostly similar findings. The first is their
interpretation of the implications of the effect of
adding interest rates to vector autoregression sys-
tems including income and financial aggregates.
Mehra and Sims had earlier shown that the appear-
ance of a major role for money in the determination
of income typically disappears upon the introduction
of interest rates.” Porter and Offenbacher show a
similar result for the total net credit aggregate. In
addition, using comparisons among respective vari-
ance decomposition analyses, they argue that the
effect of introducing interest rates is even stronger for
systems including credit than for systems including
money. In my similar work on this subject, I have
found results leading to somewhat different conclu-
sions than those reached by Porter and Offenbacher,5

but I surely agree that the relationships under study
are not invariant to the inclusion or exclusion of
interest rates.

Indeed, nor should they be. No familiar theory of
macroeconomic interaction implies that quantities
matter while relative prices do not. As I have
argued elsewhere,6 it is helpful to think of the systems
under study here as consisting of three markets:
those for goods and services, for money, and for
credit. In addition to its three quantity variables,
such a system has two relative prices; as usually
stated, they are the price of goods in terms of money,
and the price of credit in terms of money-that is, the
interest rate. The primary thrust of my work on this
subject is to argue that what happens in both the
money market and the credit market is relevant to
the determination of income. It is possible, of course,
to attempt to capture the relevant information from
the credit market by using only that market’s quan-

3 
For example, I question the relevance in this context of

d is t inc t ions  found by  extending  the  s imula t ions  pas t
twenty quarters.
4 

See Mehra (1978) and Sims (1980).
5 

For example, in recent work with a six-variable system
inc luding  rea l  income,  pr ices ,  money  (M1) ,  to ta l  ne t
credit, the high-employment federal deficit as a percent-
age of potential income, and a short-term interest rate,
Richard  Cla r ida  and  I  have  found  tha t  the  d i s t r ibu ted
lags on credit and the interest rate are each significant
at the .10 level in the real income equation. See Clarida
and Friedman (1984).
6 

See especially Friedman (1983).

tity, but presumably the associated price (the interest
rate) matters too. The information contained in the
credit quantity when it is the only aspect of that
market included will in general differ from the infor-
mation contained in the quantity when used in con-
junction with the interest rate.

What is the implication, for the choice of monetary
policy targets, of finding that interest rates do matter
in this context, perhaps even more than either
money or credit?7 One possible implication would
be to reject financial aggregate growth targets alto-
gether in favor of gauging policy entirely by interest
rates, although that idea lies outside the scope of the
work under study here. In addition, the problems
with basing monetary policy entirely on nominal
interest rates are well known. Another possible im-
plication would be to argue for some combined
money-and-interest-rate system. A third would be
to choose a money-and-credit-and-interest-rate sys-
tem. Any of these is plausible. But there is no
reason to reject entirely the relevant information
from the credit market just because some of that
information is contained in the price (interest rate)
rather than the quantity variable, or because the
respective information contained in the price and
quantity variables overlaps.

The second aspect. of Porter and Offenbacher’s
paper with which I disagree is their presumption
that the theoretical foundation underlying the rela-
tionship to nonfinancial economic activity of M1 or
M2 is more substantial than that for credit. To be
sure, there are many models of the demand for money
for transactions purposes, as well as of the demand
for asset holding. Neither set of models, however,
necessarily matches up with the M1 or M2 aggre-
gates in the circumstances prevailing in today’s finan-
cial markets. The deposits and currency included in
M1 are hardly the only way of effecting transactions,
and M2 is far from identical to total liquid assets.
Failing these conditions, what is needed is a more
general theory describing the holding of inside assets,
and in particular relating inside asset holding to the
determination of nonfinancial economic activity. In
the end, however, theories of inside asset holding are
inseparable from theories of inside liability issuing.

Among the familiar financial aggregates, the only
one for which a genuinely well worked out theory

7 
In  addi t ion  to  the  poss ib le  impl ica t ions  g iven  here ,

there is always the possibility that the interest rate merely
appears  to  be  impor tan t  in  th i s  contex t  because  of  the
wel l -known forecas t  e lement  in  asse t  pr ices ;  see ,  for
example, Sims (1982). This  poss ib i l i ty  i s  g rea te r  the
longer is the term of the asset in question.
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exists to relate it to nonfinancial economic activity is
the monetary base. Models in which all assets are
outside assets, and (inside) liabilities do not exist,
have been a staple of macroeconomics for decades,
and at the theoretical level they have delivered many
valuable insights. Whether such models are helpful
in choosing an aggregate target for monetary policy
is another question. The world they describe corre-
sponds to a modern economy only if inside assets and
liabilities exist but do not much matter. The empirical
evidence relating the monetary base to nonfinancial
economic activity suggests ‘that’ that is not so.

Apart from the monetary base, there is little way
of choosing for this purpose from among today’s
plethora of financial aggregates on purely theoretical
grounds. The practical question of what aggregate(s)
to use as the target(s) of monetary policy-again, i f
any are to be used at all-is an empirical issue. The
approach I took to address this issue was to employ a
variety of statistical approaches that previous re-
searchers had claimed offered empirical support for
using one or another money aggregate target and to
attempt to show that, on balance, they provided about
the same support for using a total net credit target’.
The vector autoregression methods on which ‘Porter
and Offenbacher focus were one of several such
approaches to which I turned in this spirit.

Porter and Offenbacher conclude their paper by
saying that “the most that can be said in Friedman’s
favor is that VAR methods are not capable of dis-
tinguishing the proper monetary target.” But that is
exactly my point -along with the parallel finding
that none of the other methods that I tried do so
either. The empirical evidence, no matter how
sorted, does not provide grounds for using a money
target instead of a credit target (or vice versa). In
the absence of any strong theoretical presumptions,
one way or another, how can one choose money
versus credit on the basis of the available evidence?

As Porter and Offenbacher partly acknowledge in
their introduction, the Federal Reserve has recently
resolved this issue by focusing on both money and
credit. Probably the best way to view this change is
as a response to the break-down of the traditional
presumption favoring M1. In October 1982, Federal
Reserve Chairman Paul Volcker announced a sus-
pension of the M1 target-in other words, a mone-
tary policy which deliberately moved in the direction
opposite to what would have been needed to restore’
M1 to (or even near) its 1982 target growth range.
In February 1983, the Federal Reserve included in
its formal report to Congress the “associated range”

for total net credit that Porter and Offenbacher
mention. In July 1983, the Federal Reserve reported
to ‘Congress that it had chosen to change the 1983
target growth range for M1 rather than pursue a
policy which. would restore M1 to (or near) the
initially stated target range. At the same time, it
reclassified the ranges for both M1 and total net
credit as “monitoring ranges.” Porter and Offen-
bacher simply do not say whether they agree with
these successive steps.8 I believe that they were an
appropriate response to the situation and the evidence
at hand.

Value of the Vector Autoregression Method

Finally, a largely methodological issue that Porter
and Offenbacher raise is whether vector autoregres-
sion analysis can usefully address policy question
like those I have discussed above (or, indeed, any
others). Along with the finding by Porter and
Offenbacher of great sensitivity to apparently, small
and arbitrary details, there is the ‘broader, issue of
whether vector autoregression methods are capable
of judging what would happen under a new policy
regime because the regime change itself would in
general alter whatever structure underlies the vector
autoregression. 9 At the same time, Sims has argued
that these methods are typically more robust than
Porter and Offenbacher find, as well as that regime
changes of the kind that would pose such fundamental
problems do not represent the best way of thinking
about practical policy choices.10

This reply is not the right place for a method-
ological discussion of the issues involved here. More-
over, I remain agnostic on the subject in any case.
That is why I used not only vector autoregression
analysis but other forms of evidence, as well as non-
empirical arguments, to make a case for including a
total net credit target in the monetary policy process.
My objective in the work on which Porter and Offen-
bacher focus was to be as methodologically catholic

8 
Even so, the evolution of the successive drafts of the

Por te r -Offenbacher  paper  present  an  in te res t ing  case
s tudy of  the  in te rac t ion  be tween research  and  pol icy-
making in a bureaucratic setting. The earliest draft that
I received from the authors, written before the October
1982 suspension, maintained the implicit but nonetheless
clear presumption that M1 was the right target, and took
t h e  q u e s t i o n  a t  i s s u e  t o  b e  w h e t h e r  a n y t h i n g  i n  t h e
empirical evidence was sufficient to change that presump-
tion. The  presumpt ion  in  favor  o f  M1 has  g radua l ly ,
d i sappeared  f rom subsequent  dra f t s ,  so  tha t  the  f ina l
version in fact gives the stencil of the evidence the same
coloring I do.
9 

See, for example, McCallum (1983).
10 

See again Sims (1982).
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as possible. Beyond that, it was to play, deliberately,
on “the other team’s turf”-that is, to use forms of
evidence on which other researchers, who had claimed
a special positive and/or policy role for some mone-
tary aggregate, had relied to support their claims. I
concluded that this evidence is equally supportive of a
role for total net credit. I think Porter and Offen-
bacher agree.
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RESPONSE TO FRIEDMAN
Richard D. Porter and Edward K. Offenbacher

Professor Friedman restates his three reasons for
adding credit to the list of intermediate targets for
monetary policy: (1) policymakers should broaden
their sources of information to include observations
on both the asset and liability sides of the public’s
balance sheet; (2) the domestic nonfinancial credit
aggregate (DNF) bears as close a relationship to
nonfinancial economic activity as does any conven-
tional monetary aggregate; and (3) ultimately this
credit measure can be controlled by the Federal
Reserve with about as much precision as any conven-
tional monetary aggregate. In our response to Fried-
man we will focus on the second point since it is the
major theme of our paper.

The empirical evidence analyzed by Friedman con-
sists primarily of in-sample comparisons of monetary
aggregates and a domestic nonfinancial credit aggre-
gate for a variety of nonstructural statistical relation-
ships: (a) coefficients of variation for the inverse of
velocity; (b) St. Louis reduced-form equations; and
(c) impulse response functions and variance de-
compositions derived from vector autoregressions.
Friedman recognizes that the VAR approach may be
more useful than either (a) or (b) for discovering
regularities in the data because it allows for a richer
dynamic specification of the interaction among vari-

ables. 1 However, our empirical results suggest that
the VAR methods are not robust to even small
changes in the specification. For example, after 16
quarters the bivariate impulse response function for
domestic nonfinancial debt ranges from -.19 to 1.12
depending both on the ordering of the variables and
on the choice of quarterly average or end-of-quarter
data; or, M1’s bivariate impulse response function
after two quarters is either .05 or .63 depending on
the ordering. In contrast to Friedman, such results
do not lead us to conclude that credit and monetary
aggregates are on an equal footing. After all, what
can one learn from a procedure that cannot discrimi-
nate among alternative hypotheses?

Missing from Friedman’s list of empirical com-
parisons is any reference to a structural model
which may be presumed to be invariant to changes in
monetary policy. The choice among monetary aggre-
gates with stable demand functions as intermediate
targets may be made along lines developed by Poole
[1970], assuming that the ultimate objective is to
minimize fluctuations in nominal income. In two
recent theoretical papers, Papademos and Modigliani,
have sought to extend this analysis to include debt

1 
Friedman [1983], pp. 122-23.
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instruments. We think that the debate concerning References
money and credit aggregates would be elevated con-
siderably if the empirical work were able to produce
estimates of the structural parameters in the Papa-
demos-Modigliani model. Without a structural
explanation of domestic nonfinancial credit, it is
difficult to evaluate the behavior of the ratio of DNF
to GNP. For example, does the recent departure of
this ratio from 144 percent of GNP signify a perma-
nent or a transitory change in its velocity level? De-
tailed structural work should be able to resolve such
questions and, more importantly, shed some light on
the conditions under which a credit aggregate could
be expected to supplement information on monetary
aggregates.
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